
 
 

 
ELECTRICALLY WINCHED 

WALL FIXED, UP-FOLDING FUTSAL / HANDBALL GOALS 
 
 

 
 

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

 
The winches on these goals are powerful. Damage could occur to walls and the 

sports floor if these instructions are not followed accurately and diligently. 
All personnel authorised to operate the goals must be trained in these instructions. 

 

 

IMPORTANT  

The goals have been designed so that the operator can visually monitor progress of the raising or 
lowering of the goals. Ensure that no one is under the goals while they are operating.  While goals are 
in operation observe them and if any control cables unexpectedly snag on the goal, push the STOP 
button on the keyfob controller (marked with a square), then access the goals by means of a scaffold 
or step ladder to release snagged wires, or call Continental’s maintenance department for advice or 
assistance. 
 
LOWERING THE GOALS 

1. Lower each goal individually 
2. Ensure the area under the goal is clear of people and remains clear of people during the 

lowering 
3. Press and release the “DOWN” button on the keyfob for the goal 
4. Watch the operation of the goal - should the webbing straps snag or fail, or should the netting 

become entangled in the hinge or should the goal not operate freely for any reason, 
immediately press the “STOP” button on the keyfob and call Continental Sports for advice 

5. The goal will stop automatically when it reaches the play position. 
6. Lower the back bar (it is attached to the goal frame with magnets which will resist it being 

lowered) 



7. Locate the two spring-loaded locating pins on each upright into the holes in the floor and lock 
into place 

 
RAISING THE GOALS 

1. Raise each goal individually 
2. Release the two spring-loaded locating pins on each upright from the holes in the floor – 

damage could occur to the floor if you try to raise the goal without having released these pins 
3. Two people are required to raise the back bar and to ensure both magnets (one on each side) 

are fully attached to the frame uprights and are not snagged by the netting - damage could 
occur to the wall or goal if you try to raise the goal without having raised the back bar 

4. Press and release the “UP” button on the keyfob for the goal 
5. Watch the operation of the goal - should the webbing straps snag or fail, or should the netting 

become entangled in the hinge or should the goal not operate freely for any reason, 
immediately press the “STOP” button on the keyfob and call Continental Sports for advice 

6. The goal will stop automatically when it reaches the stored position. 
 
VIDEO 

Videos and detailed photographs of this product in operation are available here: 
 
https://www.continentalsports.co.uk/wall-fixed-up-folding-futsal-handball-goals 
 
The videos should be watched by those setting up the goals prior to use. 
 
TROUBLESHOOTING 

The winch is designed to position the goal before and after play rather than to move the goal up and 
down constantly. The winch has a thermal cutout to prevent damage caused by this misuse. If the 
goal is moved up and down several times consecutively the thermal cutout may be triggered. If the 
goal does not respond to an up or down request as a result of recent movement up and down please 
wait for one hour before trying again. 
 
See recommendations in the Continental maintenance manual concerning regular maintenance 
inspections and reports. 


